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blogspot com/2010/11/g12-going-wide htmlThe key is to use the Lensmate "A" adapter with the wide angle converter and
remember to not use the zoom.. This is one area that caught my interest with the new Nikon P7000, since they offer a wide lens
to take theirs from 28mm to 21mm.

Another person on another forum uses the same wide lens I have, but with a different tube system, and seems to get somewhat
better results, but not at the macro range.
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I use the Lensmate system If you are thinking of taking the wide conversion lens, make several tests first.. I was looking at the
Raynox HD-7000 Pro Looks good but it seems more geared towards camcorders, any opinions or alternatives in the same price
bracket? ThanksHi, I've got a 58mm adapter for my G16 and want a wide angle lensThe G15/16 already has a wide angle zoom
lens built in.. I get lots of blurring on the outer edges You also need to use the base tube (part A) of a three or two part tube
system in order to get the 21 mm equivalent wide angle.. This means you cannot zoom out much beyond the minimum zoom
setting on the G11 or G12.. 75x wide converter for my G9, but find it does not perform well on my G11 I believe it is due to the
different lens systems - 35 to 210 mm equiv range of G9 vs 28 to 140 mm of the G11. Android 4.4 Download

Free download program Budidaya Ikan Lele Kolam Terpal Pdf
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 I wrote Canon about this, but they confirmed they do not have a wide lens option for the G11 or G12. Pdf Ocr X Mac
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geared towards camcorders, any opinions or alternatives in the same price bracket? ThanksSorry I should have been more clear,
it's a wide angle converter.. for taking more night sky (milky way) shots I was looking at the Raynox HD-7000 Pro.. Thanks I
tried taking a picture inside tonight and when I downloaded it, it was blurry.. It would screw on to the 58mm adapter which
attaches to the camera body Again the cam is already wide angleUm, thanks for that.. It would screw on to the 58mm adapter
which attaches to the camera body Sorry I should have been more clear, it's a wide angle converter.. Conveniently, I just posted
my experience with the Canon wide angle converter on my G12, see http://lightdescription.. I'll try messing with it outside
before I leave I'm in the need of a wide angle lens for my G12 has any one had any experience with these off e-bay or is a better
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